Tech Mahindra Solutions to help companies manage COVID-19 related planning disruptions

Supply Chain Risk Assessment

Tech Mahindra’s Business Process, Technology consulting and Procurement Operations Management capabilities and Technovations (Digital and Disruptive Technologies), all being orchestrated as a single entity to provide one stop shop Source-2-Settle solution

Business Challenge
Given the pandemic
- What is the impact on my vendors and impact on their business and which are the affected geographies?
- Are there alternative vendors from whom I can source my ingredients?
- How can I shortlist the buyers scientifically?

Solution
Tech Mahindra’s Digital Procurement Solutions Powered by SAP Ariba (Cloud based Spend Management Software) makes it possible to assess the current state of supply chain, identify and quantify supply chain risks and deliver Supply Chain Risk Assessment to cover Supply sourcing risk through the following steps:
- Receive the Supplier Data
- Cleanse the data
- Develop Risk Report
- Collaborate with risk mitigation team to quickly close gaps

Tech M Digital Procurement Solution- Supplier Risk Assessment
Deploying AI enabled vendor selection to identify alternate sources for ingredients within time frame for a particular geography with Real time and dynamic visibility in the Sourcing process Equip the buyer with meaningful data pack for effective negotiations with suppliers

Benefits

- 60-70% reduction in plant stoppages due to late arrival of critical supplier parts
- Savings of $2-3 Mn due to reduction in premium freight for contingent parts
- Over 50% improvement in time to React and Respond to the disruption
- Savings of $0.5-1 Mn in supply chain hidden operation cost
- Savings of $0.6-0.8Mn Inventory cost to due to long and unpredictable lead times
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